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ABSTRACT

The problem of machine translation can be viewed as con-

sisting of two phases: (a) lexical choice phase where appro-

priate target language lexical items (words or phrases) are

chosen for each source language lexical item and (b) reorder-

ing phase where the chosen target language lexical items are

reordered to produce a meaningful target language string. In

earlier work we have shown that �nite-state models for lexical

choice can be learned from bilingual corpora [6]. In this pa-

per, we focus on stochastic �nite-state models for lexical re-

ordering and describe an algorithm to learn them from bilin-

gual corpora. We have developed a stochastic �nite-state

English-Japanese translation system by composing �nite-

state lexical choice and lexical reordering model. We have

evaluated it using the string edit distance of the translated

string from a given reference string. Using this metric, the

English-Japanese translation system scored 70.9% on English

speech transcriptions.

1. Introduction

Finite state models have been extensively applied to many

aspects of language processing including, speech recogni-

tion [14, 16], phonology [11], morphology [13], chunking [1, 5]

and parsing [17]. Finite-state models are attractive mecha-

nisms for language processing since they are (a) e�ectively

learnable from data (b) e�cient for decoding (c) associ-

ated with a calculus for composing models which allows for

straightforward integration of constraints from various levels

of language processing.

In this paper, we develop stochastic �nite-state models for

statistical machine translation (SMT) and explore the per-

formance limits of such models in the context of translation

in limited domains. We are also interested in these models

since they allow for a tight integration with a speech recog-

nizer for speech-to-speech translation. In particular we are

interested in one-pass decoding and translation of speech as

opposed to the more prevalent approach of translation of

speech lattices.

The problem of machine translation can be viewed as consist-

ing of two phases: (a) lexical choice phase where appropriate

target language lexical items are chosen for each source lan-

guage lexical item and (b) reordering phase where the cho-

sen target language lexical items are reordered to produce

a meaningful target language string. In our approach, we

will represent these two phases using stochastic �nite-state

models which can be composed together to result in a single

stochastic �nite-state model for SMT.

Finite-state models for SMT have been previously suggested

in the literature [9, 12]. In [9], a deterministic transducer

is used to implement an English-Spanish speech translation

system. In [12], �nite-state machine translation is based

on [7] and is used for decoding the target language string.

However, no experimental results are reported using this ap-

proach. Unlike previous approaches, we subdivide transla-

tion task into lexical choice and lexical reordering phases.

The lexical choice phase is decomposed into phrase-level and

sentence-level translation models. We use a structure-based

alignment algorithm [3] to obtain a bilingual lexicon. The

phrase-level translation is learned, based on joint entropy re-

duction of the source and target languages. A variable length

n-gram model (VNSA) [15, 16] is learned for the sentence-

level translation. Our reordering step uses position markers

on a tree-structure, but approximates a tree-transducer us-

ing a string-transducer. In addition, we have used the result-

ing �nite-state translation method to implement an English-

Japanese text translation system.

The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we dis-

cuss the probabilistic model of the �nite-state translation

system. We discuss the task of lexical choice and present an

algorithm for learning phrasal translations in Section 3. The

details of our method for reordering the output is presented

in Section 4. In Section 5, we present a metric for evaluating

a translation system and in Section 6 we present the ex-

periments and evaluation results for the various translation

systems on speech transcriptions.

2. Statistical Language Translation

In machine translation, the objective is to map a source sym-

bol sequence WS = w1; : : : ; wNS (wi 2 LS) into a target
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sequence WT = x1; : : : ; xNT (xi 2 LT ). The ordinal sta-

tistical machine translation approach uses the noisy chan-

nel paradigm and the Maximum-A-Posteriori decoding algo-

rithm [7]. The sequence WS is thought as a noisy version of

WT and the best guess Ŵ �

T is then computed as

Ŵ
�

T = argmax
WT

P (WSjWT )P (WT ) (1)

Our approach to statistical machine translation di�ers from

the model proposed in equation 1 in that:

� We compute the joint model P (WS;WT ) from the bi-

language corpus to account for the direct mapping of

the source sentence WS into the target sentence ŴT

that is ordered according to the source language word

order. The target string Ŵ
�

T is then chosen from all

possible reorderings of ŴT .

ŴT = argmax
WT

P (WS;WT ) (2)

Ŵ
�

T = arg max
ŴT2� ^WT

P (ŴT j �T ) (3)

where �T is the target language model and �
ŴT

are the

di�erent reorderings of ŴT .

� We decompose the translation problem into local

(phrase-level, equation 2) and global (sentence-level,

equation 3) source-target string transduction.

� We automatically learn stochastic automata and trans-

ducers to perform the sentence-level and phrase-level

translation.

The stochastic optimization problem in equation 2 and 3

consists of two steps, the lexical choice phase and the re-

ordering phase. In the next sections we describe the lexical

choice problem in terms of �nite state machine learning. The

complexity of the lexical reordering problem is such that we

approximate with techniques proposed in sections 3.1 and 4.

3. Lexical Choice

The �rst stage in the process of training a lexical choice

model is obtaining an alignment function that given a pair of

source and target language sentences, maps source language

word subsequences into target language word subsequences.

For this purpose, we use the alignment algorithm described

in [2]. In Table 1 we show the output of the alignment algo-

rithm for the English-Japanese transduction.

From the alignment information in Table 1, it is straight-

forward to compile a bilanguage corpus consisting of source-

target symbol pair sequences T = : : : (wi; xi) : : :, where the

source word wi 2 LS [ � and its aligned word xi 2 LT [ � (�

is the null symbol).1 From the corpus T , we train a Stochas-

tic Finite State Transducer (SFST) which is an extension of

1Note that the tokens of a bilanguage could be either ordered

according to the word order of the source language or ordered

according to the word order of the target language.

Eng: I need to make a collect call

Jap: ÏH �Ã�� ��Âk $*d »^%�cW2

Source:-1 1 4 7 6 4 2

Alignment: 1 5 0 3 0 2 4

Target:-1 3 4 5 1

Eng: I'd like to charge this to my home phone

Jap: ÏH ,ek ÏG eG \�D �º�� 08�G@2

Source: -1 1 4 2 4 7 5 7 8

Alignment: 1 7 0 6 2 0 3 4 5

Target: -1 6 2 3 4 7 1

Table 1: Example bilingual texts with alignment informa-

tion

the Variable Ngram State Automaton [16]. Stochastic trans-

ducers �ST : LS � LT ! [0; 1] map the string WS 2 LS

into WT 2 LT and assign a probability to the transduction

WS

�ST
! WT . In our case, the SFST model will estimate

P (WS

�ST
! WT ) = P (WS;WT ) and the symbol pair (wi; xi)

will be associated to each transducer state q with input label

wi and output label xi. The model �ST provides a string-to-

string transduction from WS into WT .

3.1. Acquiring Phrasal Translations

While word-to-word translation is only approximating the

lexical choice process, phrase-to-phrase mapping can greatly

improve the translation of collocations, recurrent strings,

etc.. Moreover, SFSTs can take advantage of the phrasal

correlation to improve the computation of the probability

P (WS;WT ) [6]. Furthermore, incorporating the search for

bilingual phrases of length more than two words into the

alignment algorithm described in [2] is computationally ex-

pensive. In this section, we describe an alternate method

that uses the result of the alignment module as a seed to

acquire bilingual phrases of more than two words length.

We acquire bilanguage phrases from the bilanguage cor-

pus by computing weighted mutual information metric of

n-grams for arbitrarily large values of n. We use a su�x

array, to compute the frequencies of large n-grams similar

to the method presented in [18]. Since the phrases acquired

from a source(target) ordered bilanguage corpus may not

have the target(source) language words in the order of the

target(source) language, we introduce a reordering phase for

the words in a phrase which we call local reordering.

In the local reordering phase, for each phrase we select an

alignment which aligns each source word with some word(s)

in the target phrase. We then reorder the words of the target

phrase such that the reordering corresponds to a substring

(consecutive words) of the target sentence in the selected

alignment. A sample set of phrases after reordering is illus-

trated in Table 2.



Japanese Phrases English Phrases

�{ �z� yÊ  �z� A T and T

ÏG eG \�D to my home phone

ÏH �Ã�� ��Âk I need to make a

$*d »^%�cW2 collect call

ÏH �C8k B�]<? how may I help

#3X�0W0`�$ you

H� �C8H �89*W2$ yes could you

Table 2: Examples of acquired phrases after reordering of

Japanese phrases

4. Lexical Reordering

The lexical choice model outputs a sequence of target lan-

guage words and phrases for a given source language sen-

tence. Since these target language words and phrases may

not form a well-formed target language sentence, we need to

apply a lexical reordering (sentence-level) operation.

For the lexical reordering operation, the exact approach

would be to search through all possible permutation se-

quences of words and phrases and select the most likely se-

quence. However, that is computationally very expensive.

To overcome this problem, we parse the sequence of words

and phrases into a dependency tree with each arc labeled

with position information of the daughter with respect to its

mother.

We use a stochastic �nite-state model to parse the sequence

of words and phrases into a dependency tree containing re-

ordering information. We train this SFST from a corpus

derived from an aligned corpus of source-ordered target lan-

guage sentence paired with its target sentence (Figure 1).

The corpus (Figure 2) consists of bracketed representation

of dependency trees which are constructed from the align-

ment information shown in Figure 1.

Eng-Jap: ÏH 08�G@2 �º�� ,ek ÏG eG \�D

Japanese: ÏH ,ek ÏG eG \�D �º�� 08�G@2

Source: -1 4 2 1 6 4 6

Alignment: 1 7 6 2 3 4 5

Target:-1 1 4 2 4 7 2

Figure 1: Alignment between source-ordered target lan-

guage and target language.

ÏH:ÏH �:+1 �:[ �:[ 08�G@2:08�G@2 �:+1

�:[ �º��:�º�� �:] �:] �:-1 ,ek:,ek �:+1

�:[ �:[ ÏG:ÏG �:] �:-1 eG:eG �:+1 �:[ \

�D:\�D �: ] �:]

Figure 2: Bracket representation of a dependency tree with

information on reordering words. Each token consists of the

form of a transduction (input:output).

The composition of the reordering �nite-state transducer on

the result of the lexical choice model results in strings that

are annotated with reordering instructions. To ensure we

obtain well-formed bracketed strings, we compose the result

with a transducer that checks for all possible well-formed

brackets, for a �xed number of brackets. The resulting string

from the composition contains reordering instructions which

are interpreted to form the reordered target language sen-

tence.

5. Evaluation of Machine Translation

Systems

Evaluation of a machine translation systems has been a sub-

ject of discussion for many years [8, 4]. A universally accept-

able, objective and reliable metric that can be computed

automatically is yet to be found. We use a metric (Trans-

lation Accuracy) suggested in literature [3] based on string

edit distance between the output of a translation system and

the reference translation string. These metrics allow us to

evaluate without human intervention, automatically and ob-

jectively.

The accuracy of the string edit distance is measured in terms

of number of insertion (I), deletion (D) and substitutions (S)

errors), between the reference string (R words in length) and

the translated output. However, the task of translation in-

volves reordering of tokens. String-edit distance metric, how-

ever, penalizes a misplaced token twice, as a deletion from

its expected position and insertion at a di�erent position.

We use a modi�ed string-edit metric, Translation Accuracy,

shown in Equation 4, which treats deletion of a token at one

location in the string and the insertion of the same token at

another location in the string as one single movement error

(M). This is in addition to the remaining insertion, deletion

and substitutions.

TranslationAccuracy = (1�
M + I +D + S

R
) (4)

6. Experiments

In this section, we describe the experiments we have per-

formed to train and evaluate the SFST-based MT models

for the English-Japanese translation system. We have been

working in the context of How May I Help You ? [10] cor-

pus which consists of transcriptions of caller's responses to

an open-ended prompt How May I Help You?. The spo-

ken sentences vary widely in duration, with a distribution

distinctively skewed around a mean value of 5.3 seconds cor-

responding to 18 words per utterance.

This corpus of transcriptions was translated into Japanese by

professional translators which served as the source of training

and test material for experiments reported in this section.

The training set for the English-Japanese translation model

consisted of 12226 sentence pairs and the test set consisted

of 3253 sentences pairs.

Table 6 shows the accuracy of the English-Japanese trans-

lation system on the text of the test sentences. It shows

the translation accuracy using a word n-gram and phrase



n-gram VNSA for the lexical selection phase and the use

of local rendering(LR), sentence-level(SR) reordering and a

combination of the local rendering followed by sentence-level

reordering(LR+SR).

It can be clearly seen that phrase-based translation models

have better accuracy than word-based translation models.

Furthermore, the accuracy of phrase-based translation mod-

els improve after local reordering (from 58.0% to 60.4%).

The inclusion of sentence-level reordering improves the ac-

curacy dramatically for both the word-based (from 57.0% to

67.5%) and phrase-based models (from 58.0% to 70.9%). It

is interesting to note that the sentence-level reordering had a

greater performance improvement on the output without lo-

cal reordering than on the output that was locally reordered.

This is because of the fact that currently, the model for ren-

dering is trained on text that is not locally reordered and

hence the output with no local reordering is better suited for

sentence-level reordering.

no LR LR SR LR+SR

Word n-gram 57.0 57.0 67.5 67.5

Phrase n-gram 58.0 60.4 70.9 68.5

Table 3: Results from English-Japanese Translation

7. Conclusions

The task of machine translation can be viewed as consist-

ing of two phases: lexical selection and lexical reordering.

In previous work [6], we had developed a stochastic �nite-

state model for lexical choice. In this paper, we have de-

veloped an algorithm to construct a stochastic �nite-state

model for lexical reordering. We have divided the problem

of lexical reordering into local reordering (lexical reordering

within phrases) and sentence-level reordering. We have de-

veloped stochastic �nite-state translation models for English-

Japanese translation and evaluated their accuracy on English

speech transcriptions.
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